Mixing Hadar’s Clay™ Powder

What you need:
- Small metal or ceramic bowl
- Kitchen knife
- Spray bottle with distilled water
- Olive oil
- Work surface and plastic bag (or report cover)
- Rolling pin

Mixing the clay (takes less than 5 minutes):

1. Shake the metal clay powder container.
2. Pour the desired amount of powder into the bowl.
3. Spray the powder with distilled water while mixing with the knife. The powder will gradually form into small balls and then into bigger lumps.
4. Keep spraying and mixing until the lumps separate from the walls of the bowl.
5. Oil your work surface and pour the lumps onto it.
6. Roll the lumps with the rolling pin under the plastic bag. The lumps will turn into a somewhat grainy layer.
7. Fold the layer in half and roll again. Use a scraper to separate it from the surface. Keep folding and rolling until the layer is soft and smooth. You can add water to your preferred consistency.

The clay is now ready to use. Store the mixed clay sealed in plastic wrap or box in the refrigerator.